Power and radius changes induced in soft contact lens systems by flexure.
We have developed a computer program which allows analysis of soft contact lens flexure without assuming a priori that the posterior surface of the lens aligns with the central anterior cornea. Such analysis leads to the conclusion that thin low-minus lenses entrap tear layers of low volume (about 5.5 microliter) and minimum power, whereas low-plus lens systems can develop tear layers of greater volume (about 9.5 microliter), and significant power (about -2.00 D). The later finding supports clinical impressions that plus lenses "lose" power when placed on the eye. In some cases our data suggest that the lens posterior surface closely aligns with the anterior cornea, whereas in other cases such alignment is unlikely. It also appears that mathematical models for the simultaneous flexure of front and back radii of soft lenses may be described for specific lens designs. This current study suggests that delta r2 congruent to 2 delta r1 describes the relation for low-plus lenses, and delta r2 congruent to 0.75 delta r1 is the relation for low-minus lenses.